Back to Analogue: Self-Reporting for Parkinson’s Disease
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ABSTRACT
We report the process used to create artefacts for self-reporting Parkinson’s Disease symptoms. Our premise was that a technology-based approach would provide participants with an effective, flexible, and resilient technique. After testing four prototypes using Bluetooth, NFC, and a microcontroller we accomplished almost full compliance and high acceptance using a paper diary to track day-to-day fluctuations over 49 days. This diary is tailored to each patient’s condition, does not require any handwriting, allows for implicit reminders, provides recording flexibility, and its answers can be encoded automatically. We share five design implications for future Parkinson’s self-reporting artefacts: reduce participant completion demand, design to offset the effect of tremor on input, enable implicit reminders, design for positive and negative consequences of increased awareness of symptoms, and consider the effects of handwritten notes in compliance, encoding burden, and data quality.
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INTRODUCTION
Parkinson’s Disease is a neurodegenerative disease with a wide variety of motor and non-motor symptoms that fluctuate within hours or days. People with Parkinson’s (PwP) are commonly assessed every six months, which makes it difficult to monitor disease progression and thus tailor medication to the fluctuations of their condition. As part of a parent project designed to monitor Parkinson’s 24/7 for one year, we have conducted a long-term study of different artefacts for collecting daily feedback about symptoms, which will be used as ground truth in the parent investigation. Such a child study, which we report here, culminated in an evaluation of what emerged as the optimal device: a paper diary.

First, we provide an overview of our parent project for context. Every participant uses a smartphone loaded with the Aware Framework app that collects inertial, location, environmental, and interaction data 24/7 [11]. We aim to find a set of metrics inferred from smartphone data that is correlated with the clinical progression of the disease, i.e. a digital biomarker. Using these digital biomarkers, we expect to measure longitudinal changes in people’s symptoms as well as within-day and day-to-day changes. Traditional clinical scales like the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) [15] will be used to verify the long-term fluctuations, but self-reporting is our best option to validate daily changes. We could have carried out interviews or electronic/analogue assessments like spiral drawing [43] but they are time-consuming and disruptive if we consider our required recording frequency and the duration of the study. What is more, these individual tests measure a narrow set of symptoms, and thus we would need to use a battery of tests to cover people’s conditions which would increase patient burden. Consequently, we rely on people’s ability to report the severity and impact of their symptoms as they do when completing part II of the UPDRS or questionnaires like the Parkinson’s Disease Questionnaire (PDQ-39) [42] every six months or longer.

However, self-reporting using an electronic or a paper diary presents its own set of challenges that affect user compliance, acceptance, and data quality. Indeed, a digital approach can be more suitable for precise timing and within-day assessments [16, 27, 50], whereas an analogue approach is convenient for once-a-day assessments [50, 27]. Since we can monitor our
participants at both time scales, our goal was not to compare
digital and an analogue method but rather design different
prototypes, starting with an electronic button-based diary and
back to analogue when we found out a paper diary was
an accessible, frictionless, personalised, portable, low-burden,
and automatic encoded approach. Thus, our contributions in
this paper are the following:

1. An open source pen and paper diary that reached almost
full compliance and high acceptance (see Paper Diary).

2. Five design implications for Parkinson’s self-reporting arte-
facts: reduce participant completion demand, design to off-
set the effect of tremor on input, enable implicit reminders,
design for positive and negative consequences of increased
awareness, and consider the effects of handwritten notes in
compliance, encoding burden, and data quality (See Discus-
sion).

BACKGROUND

Ecological Momentary Assessment (EMA) is a collection of
methodologies to sample participants’ behaviour and expe-
riences in naturalistic settings multiple times over time [48].
EMA is not delimited to a particular technology or methodol-
gy but includes the use of paper and electronic diaries which
have been used extensively in clinical, psychological, and
computer science research. Traditionally, analogue diaries use
ten and paper to record answers to open or closed questions
while digital diaries can be implemented in different hard-
ware: smartphones (or their predecessors Personal Assistant
Devices), desktop computers, laptops, and wearables.

Although ours is not a traditional diary study (its goal is to
collect ground truth), we frame our contributions using the
literature of diary design as the goal of both approaches is the
same: to capture participants’ feedback over time. Both elec-
tronic and paper diaries have advantages and disadvantages.
Paper diaries are cheap, portable, robust, can be pictured, mem-

orised and scanned with ease [30], require less start-up time
[12], and are easy for people to use [4]. On the other hand, for
some diary designs, it can be difficult to evaluate the validity
of people’s answers (more relevant to some research areas
than others), participants can have privacy concerns as diaries
can be read by anyone, and there is a risk of forgetfulness or
retrospective error when filling in missed entries with truthful
data or fabricated answers. Moreover, these diaries can also
be resource consuming and error-prone when it comes to data
entry, encoding, and analysis [4].

In contrast, electronic diaries can alleviate some of these issues
and offer extra features. For example, they can have richer
user interfaces with wider response formats and presentation
styles [4, 37], provide a standardised test environment, reach
out to larger user populations, enable online scoring, and im-
prove the quantity and quality of writing [37]. Researchers
can also evaluate the compliance of the study protocol thanks
to automatic timestamps and signalling [4, 49], prevent ret-
rospective completion [49], reduce data management burden
(entry, encoding, transfer, storage, analysis) [4, 25, 27, 37],
and adapt the diaries dynamically to the provided responses
[4]. Nevertheless, as with any other computer-based task,
their hardware or software can malfunction, and the cost of
replacing or fixing it can be high, the characteristics of their
screen (if any) can pose difficulties to certain populations (i.e.
people with motor or visual impairment), and there is still a
concern for data confidentiality especially if data is transmitted
over the Internet [37]. Additionally, there is a higher financial
commitment than paper diaries (although this might offset the
cost of manual data management using paper), training
might be required depending on the device and participants,
there could be an overhead for researchers as setting them up
may require high technical skills [4, 49], and electronic diaries
implemented in devices like smartphones rely on batteries that
can limit certain study designs. What is more, there is a risk of
perpetuating a “digital divide”, i.e., conducting research with
more convenient or accessible populations where high-tech
devices are easy to deploy or where computer literacy may
affect participants’ willingness to enrol [4].

From the previous paragraphs, it might seem evident that
electronic diaries have a distinct advantage over paper diaries.
Indeed, Dale et al. [10] in a systematic review of the use of
Personal Device Assistants vs paper diaries in randomised
and quasi-randomised controlled trials suggested that there
might be an element of publication bias, because all the reports
included, and almost all those excluded, were all in favour
of electronic diaries. This might also be exacerbated by an
unfair comparison of paper and electronic diaries [50] and
by some research misinterpreting or generalising research
focused on the attributes of a diary sub-type and sampling
strategy [7], thus leading to strong recommendations like: “in
our view, computerised methods are always preferable” [9].
In fact, comparisons between electronic and paper diaries have
had mixed results suggesting that both types yield data of
comparable quality, that there is an advantage to electronic
diaries, or even that neither paper nor electronic diaries provide
data of sufficient accuracy to serve as a measure of outcome
in clinical trials [50].

Unsurprisingly, evidence for participants preference for either
method is mixed too. People expressed approval for electronic
diaries but did not think any was onerous [24], others found a
slight majority of participants that preferred electronic devices
[12] or a significant majority that favour digital approaches
[18, 23, 25, 33, 53]. In any case, there is a consensus that more
research is needed to analyse the comparability, compliance,
data quality and user acceptance of electronic and paper diaries
[5, 7, 27, 50].

So, how should researchers choose one method or the other?
In the context of electronic and paper-based tasks, Noyes et al.
recommended that choosing one or the other should be based
on their advantages and disadvantages and their merits in re-
lation to task demands and required performance outcomes
[37]. In fact, it is suggested that the effectiveness of a diary
study depends on careful consideration of the research ques-
tions to answer [4] and the appropriateness of either method
to tackle them [16]. This is more evident after considering the
many factors that can influence user preference and com-
pliance: study design (i.e., having unreasonable expectations
of patients [21]), participant motivation [16, 36], population
demographics [36], participants familiarity with technology [27, 50], factors inherent to the reported phenomena (like reluctance to report relapses in discharged alcohol-dependant participants [5]), and factors related to disease self-monitoring (like the fear of damaging the relationship with healthcare professionals, termination of access to medication, or discomfort monitoring indicators of pathology [7]).

In the context of Parkinson’s, diaries have been used to monitor falls and motor/non-motor symptom fluctuations. Fall diaries are the accepted gold standard for fall quantification [14] and normally, they require patients to record the time of a fall beside its circumstances using open-ended questions after each episode [2, 20, 31]. Since these diaries are event-based, they can represent a lighter burden for PwP compared to fixed time diaries and therefore be suitable for long-term monitoring (e.g., six months [2], one year [31], or even four years [20]). Nevertheless, Hunter et al. observed attrition in diary usage (51% after 48 months) mainly related to study withdrawal and non-compliance [20].

Motor fluctuation diaries, on the other hand, are meant to measure changes between ON and OFF time (when medication is and is not working, respectively). Therefore, they require participants to log their motor status choosing among 3, 4, or 5 different states, every 30 min for 2 to 7 days [17, 44]. Although they are recommended [1] and accepted as endpoints for measuring the efficacy of Parkinson’s medication, recall and diary fatigue can occur and compliance can be challenging [40]. Indeed, Lyons et al. suggest “it does not appear to be a realistic expectation that the majority of patients will complete each entry at half-hour intervals for 7 consecutive days” [32]. Following a similar approach, the SCOPA-DC diary was created to measure Parkinson’s symptoms fluctuations seven times a day [34]. Although also demanding, this diary had good internal consistency and reproducibility in stable patients over two weeks, and there was evidence of its construct validity. Finally, Nyholm et al. compared the use of electronic (using Portable Device Assistants) and paper diaries for motor functioning asking people to complete 10-11 questions every two hours on two nonconsecutive days per week over four weeks [39]. Although they did not expect high compliance with the paper diary, they found that 78% participants completed the diary within a 15-minute window after the scheduled time and 98% did so when no limit was considered; they attributed these numbers to user’s motivation or invalidly completed diaries (prospectively or retrospectively).

The identified Parkinson’s diaries have focused on patients with motor fluctuations and dyskinesias (involuntary movement) using event- or time-based strategies. What is more, for the latter “the extent to which accurate diary data can be collected beyond a time period remains unknown” [40]. Consequently, since the design of a diary must be tailored to the study and the use of such method has not been reported for longitudinal, end-of-day, day-to-day assessments of symptoms, the insights and design implications that we share represent a valuable contribution. In the rest of this paper, we detail the agile iterative design process that led us to create a paper diary guided by our participants feedback, constrained by our study’s needs, and taking into account the four suggestions from Bolger et al. [4] to implement analogue diary studies: 1) make the diaries easily portable, 2) reduce the possibility of participant error, 3) pilot test the diaries on participants from the population to be studied, and 4) maintain ongoing contact with participants, in a personal yet unobtrusive manner.

FROM A DIGITAL TO AN ANALOGUE SYMPTOM DIARY

Over the course of seven months, a group of PwP and the research team co-designed six different prototypes to self-report Parkinson’s symptoms. These included the use of Bluetooth, NFC and a microcontroller to collect within-day changes to finally produce an analogue diary that is more suitable for day-to-day fluctuations, does not interfere with the use of our monitoring tool (smartphone), and has significant advantages for our parent monitoring study.

We recruited seven (3 female) non-demented (ACE-III[19] > 88) and non-depressed (GDS[55] < 6) participants with mild to moderate Parkinson’s Disease (Hoen & Yahr 1 and 2), age 66 ± 6.4, years since diagnosis 5.8 ± 3.6, daily dose of levodopa 335.7 ± 165.1. We ask the reader to refer to the timeline in Figure 2 throughout this paper to have a better understanding of the development of this project.

We recruited P1 (Point A in Figure 2) to develop our first prototype. At first, we aimed to record within-day symptom fluctuations because smartphone data collected continuously 24/7 would allow us to track participant’s daily activities at an hourly rate. Likewise, since we are using people’s routines as a proxy to their condition, we asked participants for the overall impact of their disease on their habits rather than rating the severity of individual symptoms. Symptoms’ impact is used as an end-point in research (i.e. PDQ-39) and is also important in Parkinson’s management as medication tailoring is influenced by the participants’ perception of their symptoms. Therefore, we agreed on the following surveying question “Overall, how have your symptoms impacted your day so far?” with answers based on a 4-point scale: “No impact”, “Low impact”, “Moderate impact” and “High impact”. We chose an even number of steps because people tend to go to the middle of the scale if it has an odd number of points [51], and we had four points because P1 considered it would be difficult for participants to discern 6 or 8 levels of impact. Although this assessment question has not been clinically validated, it is suitable for obtaining an individual longitudinal overview as we will track personal fluctuation rates instead of performing a cross-sectional analysis.

We then looked for an electronic device to implement this prototype as electronics are suitable for precise timing and within-day assessments [7, 16, 27]. Such a device should have the following attributes to fit our study’s requirements:

- Independent. It needed to be a separate entity from our monitoring tool (smartphone); using a mobile app would remind people that they were being monitored and therefore be prone to change their behaviour [35].

- Accessible. It needed to be usable by people with dexterity problems caused by tremor, bradykinesia (slowness of
move movement), dyskinesias, rigidity and other motor symptoms of Parkinson’s.

- Frictionless. Since the main monitoring study is 12 months long, participants did not have to wait, configure or perform actions that might make self-reporting feel like a chore when they wanted to use the device.

**First button-based prototype**

For this prototype we used a set of 4 Bluetooth buttons from Flic
<1https://flic.io/> (Point B in Figure 2). They cost $25 USD per unit and allow the user to register clicks, double clicks, and holding presses on the Flic mobile app using Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE). Any of these three actions can trigger a catalogue of predefined functions in the phone. Also, whenever a click happens a sound (beep) notifies the user, and when there is a problem with the connection, a red light glows in the face of the buttons. These buttons complied with the three design attributes mentioned above. Physically, they were a self-contained device, P1 thought people with moderate motor symptoms (Hoehn and Yahr scale ≤ 2) could use the buttons and, after pairing them, they would reconnect automatically allowing users to press them at any time. Each button represented one step in our severity scale (Low to High) and was glued to an A4 piece of paper where the surveying question was printed. We added four stickers to each button imitating a visual analogue pain scale and configured the Flic app to record each click in a Google Docs spreadsheet (Figure 1).

P1 tested this prototype during six weeks along with a Moto X Play smartphone running Android 5.1.1. Our only recommendations were he could keep the buttons anywhere, and he had to report his symptoms at least once a day. After the testing period was over, P1 suggested three critical things to address:

- **Portability**
  P1 emphasised he wanted a portable device. He reported the buttons were “easy to use” and that this made him keen to press them multiple times a day, which in turn meant he wanted to bring the board outside his house. Nonetheless, he could not do it because the rig was too big and the buttons could be pressed by accident in his bag. As a result, he trimmed down the A4 sheet around the buttons area (Figure 3):

  “It’s half my day [being at work], I thought it was important to record data during the day as well.” (P1)

- **Personalised Monitoring**
  P1 suggested using four buttons to track four specific symptoms using 1 to 4 clicks to report their severity instead of asking participants for an overall view. He reasoned that in practice he only had a small set of symptoms that impacted his daily routine with different severity and at various times.

  “When you are feeling bad you want to say what symptom is particularity affecting you now.” (P1)

- **Focus on daily experience**
  P1’s final remark was about rephrasing the surveying question. He thought it could be leading participants to report their symptoms had no impact as some people would have already adapted to their condition and what is affected now is not their daily routine per se but how people experience it.

  “What’s happened is you’ve already allowed your symptoms to impact your day just by having a different lifestyle, so your symptoms used to impact your day [but not anymore] maybe experience is a better word.” (P1)

**Second button-based prototype**

For our next prototype, we made three changes to the button set following P1’s feedback (Point C in Figure 2). First, we placed the buttons inside a spectacles case to address the portable aspect. Second, we asked participants for their top 4 symptoms and assigned each to a single button to personalise the monitoring. Third, we rephrased the surveying question to: “How are your symptoms impacting your daily experience so far?” (Figure 4) to focus on daily experience which is used in clinical scales like the PDQ-39.

We recruited P2, P3, and P4 (Point D in Figure 2) and interviewed them to validate these changes (Point E in Figure 2).
Figure 4. Second prototype using Flic buttons and one button per symptom. Spectacles case is 155 x 60 x 27 mm

We showed them one button without additions or modifications, explained its functionality, and then asked: “If you had one or more of these buttons, how would you use them to report the severity of your symptoms?” From their responses all three backed up the idea of personalised monitoring:

“If those were the designated buttons, I would have one for each of my different symptoms. That would be much more sophisticated than just having a single button because it would differentiate what I’m communicating. In terms of severity, you want to keep things simple so you know one press for a bit, two presses for moderate and three presses for this is really awful.” (P3)

Finally, after showing them the finished second prototype, they praised its portability and simplicity:

“I’m completely interested in how you formulated this study I think it is very splendid. I mean, the golden bullet is simplicity, isn’t? The simpler you keep things the more effective. That’s thinking. This is a glasses case, isn’t it? Perfect! That’s really good, I love it.” (P3)

We deployed the second prototype to P1-4 for six weeks. However, due to a Bluetooth sensing bug (see Appendix, Project Constraints), we had to upgrade all participants’ phones to Android 6.1. In turn, the update caused the buttons to start working erratically after one week. (Point F in Figure 2). This was due to a different software problem in Android 6.0 or higher that occurs when multiple equal BLE devices connect to certain Bluetooth chips. A patch for this bug is already available, but is not merged into Android’s source code, thus prompting us to design a substitute tool since buying new phones was not possible. Nevertheless, even if this bug was fixed, we found out that our paper diary perfectly meets the needs and constraints of our monitoring study.

NFC cube
Our first alternative was a cube with 6 NFC tags attached to each side (Figure 5) developed at Point G of Figure 2. NFC tags are circuits that can store data and be read by a smartphone. We personalised this prototype to people’s symptoms in two ways: one where each tag represents a symptom and participants need to scan a tag multiple times in a row to report its severity, and the second, where three tags describe different

symptoms and the other three represent three levels of severity. P1-4 agreed that the first option would be more intuitive because they would not need to fiddle with the cube, thus being more accessible. However, even though the cube was portable (6cm on each side), we discarded it because it was not independent or frictionless as, by Android’s security model, participants would need to unlock their phone to scan the tags and thus be reminded of the presence of the monitoring tool.

Micro:bit
Next, we built another prototype (Figure 6) using a Micro:bit at Point G of Figure 2. The Micro:bit is a microcontroller that has two buttons, a matrix of LEDs as a screen, and BLE capabilities, among other sensors and connections not relevant to this study. We made it personalised by programming the device so participants would press Button A (left) to report four symptoms labelled A to D, and button B (right) to select the intensity of that symptom (1 to 4). From a participant’s perspective, the device would be independent despite transmitting the selection to an Android application on the user’s smartphone. However, we did not go forward with this approach because we would have needed to 3D print a case to make it portable and we did not consider it frictionless as batteries would have to be swapped every four weeks and the device had issues reconnecting to the Moto X Play using BLE. Time was a limiting factor for us (see Appendix, Project Constraints), but it might be worth exploring this option further under different circumstances.

Paper Diary
Finally, we went back to analogue and decided to use pen and paper for three reasons: 1) paper diaries are suitable for
once-a-day assessments [50, 27] and our smartphone data (inertial, location, environmental, etc.) would still yield metrics relevant for this time scale, 2) our participants were familiar using diaries and notebooks which could ease adoption and 3) it would be a stand-alone, cheap, reliable and fast artefact to develop and deploy. Consequently, we created the layout showed in Figure 7 informed by our three design constraints for a self-reporting tool: independent, accessible and frictionless, and based on the feedback we got from the first two button prototypes, from which we knew our participants valued personalised monitoring and a portable design (Point I in Figure 2). Also, we anticipated that manual entry would be a burden for the research team and knew that, although for some types of paper diaries user compliance decreases over time [8], reducing participant demand might increase it [7, 16]. Our rationale to comply with these requirements and overcome possible drawbacks of analogue approaches was: 

1. Independent. Not an issue, a paper diary is completely autonomous from our users’ smartphones.

2. Accessible. Participants do not have to write anything down. All input fields can be completed by colouring in the corresponding section.

3. Frictionless. Having a page per day and a bookmark (ribbon attached to the back cover) helped participants to find the section they needed to report on. We also assumed this would decrease the chance for input errors as suggested in [4]. On the recommendation of an external PwP with a hand tremor, we included a gel ink pen which could be clipped to the booklet’s spine, was retractable so that participants with dexterity issues did not have to deal with pen caps, and was anecdotally easier to write with.

4. Personalised. Participants choose their top 3 symptoms to be tracked. We reduced the number of symptoms from 4 to 3 and put them into four entries per page due to space constraints and to P1’s opinion that it was not feasible to answer the diary more times than this.

5. Portable. We printed 60 pages on double-sided A5 booklets. We chose this size because some participants already had similar diaries and 60 pages because there were approximately 54 days between our assessment visits and thus we can replace a used diary with a new one at that point. This attribute is recommended too in [4].

6. Reduced demand. To lessen the burden of completing the diary, we went along with our original request to complete the diary only once a day, but we gave them three more entries to do it more times if they wished. We reinforced this notion by printing the bottom three rows with 50% less ink. This way we will have a log of day-to-day changes and possibly the most relevant within-day changes if our participants decided to do so.

7. Blending analogue and digital. We augmented our diary so it can be encoded automatically in an effort to tackle cumbersome data entry which is a drawback of analogue approaches. The diaries are scanned into TIF files and interpreted automatically by a custom Python web app using an Optical Mark Recognition algorithm similar to those employed in exams marking. The software to create, date and encode paper diaries is open source [52].

P1’s opinion on this diary iteration highlighted its attributes:

“This is much more likely to be completed. I think there are fewer barriers; I think it could be done at any time of the day, it gives me the option to provide more detail in terms of time points if I want to. I think it just hasn’t got the burden and the barriers of the technology, there’s too many things going on with the technology. The diary is less..., threatening is not the right word, that’s too strong, it’s less intimidating.” (P1)

We recruited P5 and deployed the diary to P1-5 (Point H in Figure 2). After two weeks we followed up with a phone interview inquiring about their general opinion on the diary’s design, surveying question, usage patterns, and what they liked and disliked about it (Point J in Figure 2). During the phone calls two aspects came to our attention: P2-4 reported that although they could perceive the severity of their symptoms changing during the day, its impact was harder to quantify, and either was something that they have adjusted in the past or something that they would only notice on the rare occasion when their symptoms were at their worst. To cope with it, they started to log the severity instead of the impact of their symptoms, so we adopted this format for the rest of the study.

Secondly, P5 decided to withdraw from the study because the diary felt like a chore and it was overwhelming for her to try to remember what she did during her day. She tried to get on with it but the prospect of completing the diary while on holiday was the tipping point.

“It ends up being filled in retrospectively because I don’t take it everywhere with me so then I have to remember where I was and what was happening earlier today. For instance, if I was walking somewhere then I need to be
specific about the time because you will need to match it with what your computer says was happening at that moment and quite often I don’t remember in that kind of detail so I’m kind of guessing.” (P5)

However, during our interview it was clear that we had a miscommunication problem, as she assumed we were matching the diary with her daily life and therefore, she had to record the time, symptoms’ severity and even notes on the margin about her activities as precisely as possible. Such was the case that four weeks later, she agreed to re-enroll after clarifying the goals of the study. The workload that she put in practice might be comparable to that of the diaries meant to capture medication cycles, where researchers looking for 30 minutes or 1 hour spaced logs do not ask participants to use the diary for more than 2-7 days within a week.

“I’m assuming that you’re trying to match what I say with what is on the tracking thing. So that I need to be as specific as I can about the time […] I just assumed that you would be trying to put the two things together.” (P5)

In any case, after P1-4’s feedback and P5’s withdrawal, we made three minor changes to the diary for our next 6-week deployment (Figure 8). First, we included three entries per page since no participant filled in more than that on any day. Second, we marked the last two entries of each page as “Optional” complementing the lighter printing done in the past. Third, we simplified the surveying question to make it clear to our participants that we are looking for an average impression on the severity of their symptoms rather than the impact: “So far, what is the severity of your symptoms?” We let P1-4 use the first version of the diary for the last four weeks of the first 6-week monitoring period since we did not consider these changes significant.

On the second 6-week cycle, we reintroduced P5 and recruited P6, P7 (Point K in Figure 2). Then, we deployed the revised version of the paper diary to P1-7 (Point L in Figure 2). After 15 days, we interviewed P5 (for a second time), P6 and P7 as we did with P1-4 (Point M in Figure 2).

RESULTS

We report compliance based on Liao et al. [29] guidelines since the diary implements an EMA-like strategy (Table 1). The study length was 49 days with a time variable, self-initiated, once-a-day prompting schedule, and compliance defined as the percentage of days with one answered entry vs study length. Back-filling influenced compliance but it was allowed and a desired feature in our study as it is common practice in traditional Parkinson’s clinical assessment. Although P1-4 used the diary for 12 weeks, we report the first 49 days for consistency as this is the period over which P1-7 participated. For completeness, we also provide the three main symptoms chosen by each participant, the distribution of responses of the seven diaries and the distribution of days with 1, 2 or 3 answered entries in Multimedia Appendix A.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Compliance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>91.84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2-6</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>97.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>98.54% (SD=3.05; Range=91.84-100)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Diary compliance over 49 days

We emphasise that although the symptom survey used in the diary has high face validity, its clinical validity has not been tested. It should be taken as a reference of the level of participant demand we required in the diary since self-reported multiple-answer questions about PD symptoms are normal in clinical assessment. Therefore, although the survey might be suitable for our project’s longitudinal analysis, its outcome values are self-reported and subject to bias. It should not be considered an instrument ready to deploy in clinical settings, but an opportunity to explore a new reporting artefact.

To better understand our participants’ experience with the diary and shed light on what led to this level of compliance, we transcribed the 15-day interviews verbatim using a paid service and performed a thematic analysis following an inductive semantic approach [6]. For consistency, we only included the second interview of P5. Two researchers independently coded the interviews having a moderate agreement (unweighted kappa=0.77) and discussed any discrepancies to
reach a consensus. We identified seven topics: four related to positive attributes of the diary, one identifying an issue with this approach and two miscellaneous features.

**Simplicity**

Five participants thought the diary was simple and easy to use. The other two had a neutral opinion on it.

“It’s just so easy to complete [...] I think the diary is neat, concise, well put together, well made, it’s sturdy, not going to fall apart easily, it’s well marked out.” (P4)

“It’s very simple. Very easy to complete. I don’t think I’ve had much difficulty, deciding what ranking to give each measure.” (P7)

**Considerations for writing**

Five participants highlighted at least one of the two considerations we had in mind to support and offset the effect of their tremor when using the diary. One: they did not have to handwrite anything down in the diary. And two: the retractable ink gel pen we provided allowed them to mark the paper using less pressure compared to a ballpoint pen.

“A good feature is that I don’t have to write. I can just circle the time and fill in a circle for the symptoms.” (P1)

“Oh I like the pen, I like the pen very much. It’s just very smooth sort of writing, easy writing, I don’t need to press too hard. I think it’s better than a ballpen, you don’t need as much pressure to write with it which helps with my writing. One of my problems is trouble writing because it’s the right hand I’ve got my tremor in.” (P4)

**Flexibility**

Five participants considered the diary flexible and benefited from it. They talked about flexibility regarding completion time and error detection and correction. Since there was not a fixed time window to answer the diary, they could do it whenever it was more convenient, including times when they would answer it retrospectively the next day after they forgot to do it the night before. Although this might be an issue for other studies and diaries like those tracking medication’s ON and OFF cycles, for us, it was acceptable and indeed a desired feature. Also, participants appreciated the fact that each page was marked with the date and therefore allowed them to have a clear view of the day to be reported and at the same time identify or even correct erroneous entries.

“I don’t need to worry if I miss it, I can always go back to it, I can just sort of think back if I missed a day thinking, oh what did I do yesterday? [...] sometimes I’ve missed a day and come back to that the day after.” (P4)

“It’s easy, one or two days, or one day last week, I was feeling absolutely tired out, and I’d put a three mark in, and I crossed it off and put a four in, because I was really low on energy.” (P6)

**Implicit reminders**

All participants use the physical presence of the diary in a particular place of their homes as an implicit reminder for its completion. Since we only required them to answer the diary once a day, some people kept their diaries near their bed or where they charge their smartphones. In addition, those participants that wanted to fill in the diary more often kept it in the kitchen where meal or medication time would prompt them to complete it. In fact, reminding through physical presence was described before by Sellen and Harper as an affordance of paper where, for example, employees would be reminded of actions that needed to be taken through the physical presence of documents on their desk or drawers working as a “continuous yet relatively unobtrusive” hint [47].

“I keep it [the diary] on the chest of drawers in the hall, because that’s where I plug in and recharge my phone every evening. I don’t put it [the diary] in the drawer, I actually have it on the surface and that way I can give myself maximum opportunity to make sure I put something in the diary before I go upstairs to bed.” (P3)

“I normally have it with me at my work desk. I think the visual appearance of the diary as I go to bed, where I have it on my desk, is a prompt to me to do something with it when I need to. There’s something about having a visual prompt to do it. I’m afraid I’ve got to that age, where I do that with all sorts of things.” (P7)

**Interpretation problems**

There were two interpretation issues. There was some confusion regarding the scale for the “Low energy” symptom. Participants were asked to rate each symptom from “None” to “High” severity. It was unclear to P2 and P6 whether “High” on the scale for this symptom indicated high energy levels or a high severity of low energy. Both concluded it was the latter. On the other hand, P1, P3, P4 and P5 were not sure if they were not going to fall apart easily, it’s well marked out.” (P4)

The second problem might build a case for the acceptance of in-situ self-reporting of symptoms severity. However, as mentioned in the Background, paper diaries that have been implemented for intensive time-based sampling in Parkinson’s are not meant to be used for more than a few days. Technology-based EMA could be an alternative but since interruption burden is also a limitation, it is necessary to overcome two issues: the amount and length of interruption and the friction of accessing the reporting artefact [22]. For example, the use of micro-interactions in smartwatches showed higher compliance compared to a smartphone-based EMA intervention over four weeks [22]. What is more, a custom-made wrist Bluetooth button provided a convenient method for a person with post-traumatic stress disorder to report one symptom leading to hyper-arousal for four months [26]. Likewise, a custom-made
Bluetooth artefact allowed participants to report physical activity or sleep/stress using a touch-sensitive surface for one week [41]. In the context of Parkinson’s, these ideas could be adapted for in the wild longitudinal self-reporting. Nevertheless, researchers should explore the role of motor and non-motor symptoms on the acceptability and efficacy of such hardware, in addition to its clinical validity, in case it is meant to be deployed in clinical settings. Whether digital or analogue artefacts are used, the design insights we provide in the Discussion represent actionable items for designers and scientists that can foster creativity and innovation.

Suggesting additional notes
Three participants also suggested having a space for notes describing what was happening when they logged their symptoms. From the beginning of the diary design, we thought that asking something like this would be too demanding for all of our participants, but those who suggested it were keen to do it out of motivation to enrich our analysis and also as a guide to discover patterns in their daily life. These notes are not relevant for our parent study, but researchers interested in collecting them might find it useful to know that our participants considered it doable to write a one word/sentence note per entry in the diary. It is also worth highlighting the case of P7, who developed his own note-taking system within our diary, marking in blue everyday activity labels and in red severe circumstances that affected his day (Figure 8).

“I wonder whether there should be a little spot for an explanation of what the problem is, rather than just filling in the blanks [...] just put on like a one liner about what the problem was.” (P4)

Self-awareness of symptoms
Finally, we noticed four participants started being more aware of their symptoms. P1 felt compelled to fill in extra entries in the diary when his symptoms were severe, while P3 confirmed her notion that her symptoms do not fluctuate strongly within days. P6 tried to identify what activities had the worst effect on his symptoms using his daily notes system and hinted at using this information to manage his daily routine.

“It shows some days are better than others. It can pinpoint, associated with the notes that I’m writing, of what is causing me a bad day, and avoid it if possible, or acknowledge that doing this or that, is going to bring a high score on the symptoms.” (P6)

Finally, P5 in contrast to P1 was motivated to report her gait when it was better than usual.

“Yesterday I went for a walk and I was quite proud of my walking. I’ve scored myself because I was thinking, this is good. It is like I’m trying to show how good I can be, to compete with myself.” (P5)

She added that this practice is a coping strategy to try to improve her gait and at the same time show others that she is doing well. What is more, since she considers this idea inherent to her, she believes it has been -and will be- consistent.

DISCUSSION
Our paper diary reached almost full compliance over 49 days of use among seven PwP. We provide design implications that support the creation of future artefacts to collect self-reported data in Parkinson’s Disease if researchers decide to go back to analogue or to use a digital medium. We reflect on the seven constraints and attributes that guided the diary design and on the seven themes we identified from our participant’s experience using such an approach. However, the following implications should not be considered canon for this particular type of diary and must be scrutinised under our study’s limitations (see Appendix, Project Constraints): specific hardware requirements, limited funding, a small sample of people with mild Parkinson’s and a lack of a formal comparison between the electronic and analogue tools we created.

Reduce participant completion demand. We confirmed that by using a less demanding end-of-day diary we accomplished higher compliance than reported before as suggested by [7, 16]. In our diary, three factors lessened patients’ load: having an artefact with a physical footprint that enabled implicit reminders, a flexible completion strategy that adapted to people’s routines and allowed them to correct errors, and the “Immediacy of capture” affordance that comes with the use of a pen and allows people to capture their symptoms quickly [46]. Indeed, people with Parkinson’s have been shown to be responsive to graspable objects [13].

Design to offset the effect of tremor on input. Our participants appreciated the fact that the diary could be completed without writing and with as little movement of the hand as possible. We made this possible by using questions with ordinal answers, without open-ended inquiries and by pre-printing as much information as possible (i.e. the date). Furthermore, the strokes that were necessary were made with an ink gel pen which our participants perceive as better than a ballpoint pen confirming the anecdotal evidence we had at the start of our study. Interestingly those were also the only people that chose tremor as one of their main symptoms to track with the diary. However, people with Parkinson’s with advanced dyskinesias, moderate kinetic tremor (between 3 and 10cm) or rigidity might have problems handling a pen, and in this case, increasing the size of the answer areas or using a marker might allow participants to answer the diary using bolder strokes, or favouring technology might be a good alternative, as it can correct for involuntary movements [28]. For reference, our sample of participants had mild motor symptoms as measured by Part III of the MDS-UPDRS (mean=36 points out of 132, sd=3.53), and none to slight dyskinesias and ON/OFF fluctuations as measured by Part IV of the same scale (avg=3.7 out of 36, sd=5.6). Moreover, based on the conversations we had with our participants every six weeks for the past six months, we know that when their symptoms were particularly severe, they would try to defer some of their daily activities which could include the diary’s completion, as they can predict the wearing-off of their medication. Yet, as Parkinson’s progresses the percentage of predictable drug cycles decreases and thus researchers might want to test the use of the diary during the worst periods to adapt its design and improve compliance.
Enable implicit reminders All participants used the diary’s presence as a trigger to log their symptoms’ severity, something we did not expect. Of course, this is not as relevant for diary designs that require a fixed logging time or those that are event-based where the monitored phenomenon is the reminder. Although paper by itself allows for this behaviour, researchers can design other noticeable analogue artefacts that integrate into people’s pre-existing habits by being in frequented places. Such devices do not ask people to change their routines but function as an aide memoire. Furthermore, this attribute could be emulated in electronic approaches running on smartphones or computers without recurring to intrusive reminders like alarms, but instead using direct access icons placed on the device’s home screen, an ongoing notification on their lock screen, or even with physical objects that participants can place in their environment as with the paper diary.

Design for positive and negative consequences of increased awareness. To the best of our knowledge no research has explored the effect of symptoms awareness on the health of individuals with mild Parkinson Disease. In the context of self-monitoring, Wilde et al. [54] stated based on previous work that “awareness grows over time if people think what they experience and see the relationship to their disease or condition” which was what was observed. The authors established awareness of symptoms as one of two core components of self-monitoring that can lead to improved disease self-management by recognizing symptoms and common triggers, and setting and refining goals that can be related to preventing acute illnesses. In fact, P6 identified daily triggers to plan his routine. This is in line with what Ayobi et al. observed when people self-monitored Multiple Sclerosis using different artefacts which helped them to understand (especially to newly diagnosed people) their bodily reactions in everyday life [3]. Nevertheless, as seen in other conditions, there could also be unexpected negative consequences such as participants becoming worried, obsessed or anxious over their symptoms [3, 38] or symptoms (coughing) getting worse after thinking about them [38]. Following this evidence, we also contemplate the possibility where PwP might adhere to their medication intake schedule more faithfully to boost their efficacy but, more worryingly and on an extreme case, this same behaviour could prompt patients to modify it without consulting their doctor. Based on a systematic review of self-care technologies on chronic conditions where the authors recommend fostering reflection by making health and contextual information available [38], we speculate that giving participants access to their diary completion history and having contextual notes about everyday activities increased their awareness and therefore the likelihood of any of the consequences listed above (although we do not know to what degree). Thus, researchers who want to limit this effect could prevent participants from annotating their diaries if it fits their research goals, use shorter diaries and exchange a used one for a new one more often, or use electronic approaches where the control of both circumstances is more granular (e.g., not allowing any retrospective inspection of answers). Besides, other authors should also consider possible bias with reporting strategies like those from P3 and P5, where the severity of symptoms can skew the frequency of diary completion.

Consider the effects of handwritten notes in compliance, encoding burden and data quality. Handwritten notes might provide rich insights from participants self-reporting experience. Likewise, people might find it easier to add notes using pen and paper thanks to the pen affordance of “Integrating information in context” [46]. However, it could also represent an unbearable task to other people; i.e., the cognitive load necessary to generate such notes contributed to the withdrawal of P5 in our study. Furthermore, the availability of contextual notes can be linked to an increase of symptoms awareness as explained above. In any case, researchers should have in mind that transcribing these notes requires either the time to do it manually or the expertise to develop a piece of software that does it automatically. Additionally, prompting for handwritten notes using open questions brings the need for extensive coding and larger item non-response [45].

CONCLUSION

During the agile prototyping of the different self-reporting tools described above, we found out that pen and paper are a suitable method to collect longitudinal day-to-day fluctuations. P1-7’s feedback provided us with a detailed view of the problems and virtues of our prototypes that were the base to conduct each redesign.

Although our decision process was tied up to a set of constraints, a button-based or app-based tool might be the right choice under different circumstances [8]. For example, when the chosen device does not interfere with other aspects of the monitoring study. Therefore, in line with other authors, we do not advocate the use of either analogue or electronic approaches as a silver bullet, but rather recommend tailoring either option to the study’s goals.

We highlight the attributes that favour our paper diary compared to some technologies. It is cheap at £3.5 per unit, accessible, frictionless, personalisable, portable, low-demand, automatically encoded, straightforward and flexible. These are all characteristics that make it a suitable tool for ground truth data collection in our parent study.

APPENDIX

PROJECT CONSTRAINTS

Our design process was delimited by the following constraints. Per our ethics approved protocol, we had three six-week design cycles with an equal number of sign cycles with an equal number of sessions to deploy a new prototype or get feedback from our users. We had a budget to develop or buy technology of approximately £30 per participant. Participants’ smartphones were upgraded to Android 6.1 as a result of a technical fault that forbade continuous Bluetooth sensing in Android 5.1.1 on a Moto X Play device using the Aware Framework. In consequence, any technology-based developed prototype had to be compatible with Android 6.1 and the chipset Qualcomm MSM8939 inside the Moto X Play.
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